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CURSILLO OF CURSILLOS
GRANDE PRAIRIE, JUNE 2017
Our Founder Eduardo Bonnin said; “THE CURSILLO NEEDS LEADERS
WHO THINK”
Let us take those words to heart and think about what we heard, learned and
experienced in the Cursillo of Cursillos!
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OFFICERS’ CORNER
Arlene van Diepen, Chair of CCCC.
I offer greetings to you from the CCCC
Officer`s group.
The CCCC Officer’s Group include the
following:
• Arlene van Diepen, Chair
• Ann Myers, Atlantic Region
• Linda Pitkanen, Central Region
• Muriel Brideau, Western Region
• Fr Pat O’Meara, Spiritual Advisor
• Fr Nel Esguerra, Assistant Spiritual
Advisor
• Sheelagh Winston, Resource Centre
June, 2017 marked the end of the term of
Diane Coates, Officer from the Central
Region. Diane’s dedication, enthusiasm and
commitment to the Cursillo in Toronto, to
the Central region and across Canada is well
known. She has been a great help to the
Canadian movement and to the members of
the Officer’s Group. Not only has Diane
assisted at national conferences by
delivering well prepared, passionate rollos,
she has also been our ‘hospitality’ lead for
the Officer’s Group. Over the past number
of years, we have been at various locations
for our in-person meetings. Diane has made
all the arrangements for accommodations
and meals. She prepared food when we
were at a location that did not provide meals
and at our current location, she has worked
diligently with the food service contact to
ensure that our special dietary needs are met.
She has always been open to take the lead for
various initiatives undertaken by the
Officer’s Group. We will miss her. She has
been a great friend and we know that we will
continue that friendship. We look forward to
working with her in the future as we know
we will be calling on her to assist us to carry
out the role of the CCCC. We are very
pleased to advise that Linda Pitkanen,
Thunder Bay Cursillo movement, has
accepted to serve as Officer from the Central

Region. As mentioned in past Officer’s
Corner, I have carried out a dual role as
Chair and Officer from the Atlantic. Being as
my term as Chair will end in July, 2018, we
thought that it was prudent to fill the vacant
Atlantic seat. Ann Myers, a Cursillista from
the Valley Movement, has accepted to serve
as Officer from the Atlantic. We would like
to welcome Linda and Ann to the CCCC.
We have had a couple of changes to those
who support the work of the CCCC. Sidney
Bilksy has faithfully assisted for quite a
number of years with the Resource Centre.
Ann Myers, Officer. will now carry out this
role along with her duties as Officer from the
Atlantic.
John Merisca has been our
treasurer for the past year. Muriel Brideau
will now carry out the treasurer function
along with her role as Officer from the West.
The CCCC sincerely thank Sidney and John
for their support. We are very fortunate that
we have past officers and Cursillistas from
across Canada who we can call on to assist
us with our work.
The Officers continue to hold monthly Skype
calls. The agendas are always jam packed
and we easily fill two hours.
We as an
Officer’s Group are a Group Reunion and we
always begin our meetings by sharing our 4th
day which helps us to maintain strong
Christian friendship. We held an in-person
meeting in Toronto in March, 2017 and at the
end of May in Grande Prairie in conjunction
with our national conference. Our next inperson meeting is scheduled for Toronto
from October 10 to 12.
After the March meeting, Sheelagh and I
went to Kingston. Kingston has not held
weekends for a number of years and have
3
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leave
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to
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wonderful movement. At each event, I hear
weekend in Ottawa or Toronto. They were
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interested in having a presentation on the
understanding deepens and I know I have
Step by Step Guide. For the first time, we
much more to learn.
also presented detail on the purpose and
content of each day This ‘combo’ went over
very well. We plan to publish these rollos
into a document entitled The Three Days –
A Resource for Weekend Team Formation.

The Three Amigos,< Miguel, Juan and Manolo

The national conference for 2017 was a very
well attended Cursillo of Cursillos and was
hosted by the Grouard-McLennan Cursillo
movement. The 3 amigos from Mallorca once
again led this C of C and their passion was
invigorating. A number of movements from
across Canada were represented as well two
couples from the United States . We were
very pleased to have a number of leaders
from the Northern Native Cursillo
movement in attendance. We were also
delighted to welcome 3 Cursillo leaders and
their newly appointed Spiritual Advisor
from Assiniboia, Sask. These leaders are
4

After the national conference, I went to
London to deliver a workshop on the Step by
Step Guide. Marg Weber from the Hamilton
movement provided witness to how the Step
by Step Guide works when put into practice.
There were 32 leaders from the following
movements: Essex, Chatham/Kent, London
and Hamilton. A more in depth review of
this workshop can be read on page 18
In September, the CCCC facilitated a ‘dry
run’ of the Step by Step Guide by having a
full Cursillo weekend in Saint John, NB. This
weekend was attended by 44 leaders from
the Atlantic who had lived their Cursillo
experience previously. I, as Rectora, asked
them to forget that they had lived a Cursillo
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before and to experience the weekend with
the eyes of a candidate. More details on this
initiative can be found in this edition of Fully
Alive.
Sheelagh, our Resource Person, continues to
work with Mallorca on revisions to the 3-day
Weekend rollos. Eduardo himself worked on
these revisions with a group of Mallorcan
leaders, an endeavour that he had long
wished to complete. The focus of the rollos is
the same, only language and style have been
updated.
The revisions for the Study of the
Environment rollo are almost ready to send
out to movements. I used this outline at the
Cursillo weekend in Saint John mentioned
above. Sheelagh is now working on the
Cursillista After the Cursillo. We will share
all rollos when they are completed.
In closing, may the good Lord continue to
bless you as you spread the good news of
God`s love to those in your environments
who so desperately need to hear it. I pray
that your Group Reunions will provide you
with the much needed personal support to
assist you in your apostolic actions and I
pray that your attendance at Ultreyas will
give you encouragement in your 4th day
journey.
De Colores and Ultreya.

***************************

The Cursillo of Cursillos in Grande Prairie in
June was like watching a time exposure of a
dandelion in its prime...casting it seeds to the
wind.
The C of C exploded with vigour and
enthusiasm! The Holy Spirit was in
overdrive and we were all caught up in its
joy and love! Now this is not to say that other
C of C's are not filled with the Holy Spirit
but something really special happened in
Grande Prairie. It started at our tables as we
listened to thee rollos...but our table talks
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were amazing...the three amigos, Miguel,
Juan and Manolo brought a depth of clarity
that brought us to a new level of
understanding of the true charism of
Cursillo. We felt Eduardo's presence with us.
Anytime we spend with the three amigos is
so rewarding that I wish every Cursillista
would have the opportunity to hear them
and spend time with them. Be their friend.
Archbishop Pettipas was just a fantastic
rollista. He made me laugh and he made me
cry. He put his heart out there for us and I
wish that all our bishops and priests could
have listened to his rollo about the Role of a
Priest In Cursillo. Have you heard him
laugh? Oh my goodness. This man does not
hold back the joy in his heart!
This was just the start ...the whole weekend
was just exploding with fantastic rollos and
amazing speakers. But it was the corridor
work and the hanging around the snack
table where you got an idea of the depth of
passion being ignited. A popcorn kernel of
love that built up through the weekend to
explode over all of us there. It was hard to
leave Grande Prairie and go back home. But
each of us there took a piece of that love and
new enthusiasm of the charism to spread in
our own environments.
DeColores,
Linda Pitkanen, Central Region Officer
*************************
CURSILLO OF CURSILLOS SUMMARY
Allan Forsberg, Grouard McLennan

The Cursillistas of the Grouard-McLennan
Cursillo Movement hosted the C of C and
what an amazing event in the life of our
Movement! Eighty-eight people from across
Canada, from the USA and from Mallorca,
attended the weekend. Thirty-six Cursillistas
from the Grouard-McLennan Movement
were in attendance, including our own
Archbishop Gerard Pettipas. It was a blessed
5
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time of fellowship, friendship, immersion in
the Charism given to Eduardo Bonnin, and
good plain fun!
It was apparent from the outset that the Holy
Spirit was guiding the whole weekend. The
local Cursillistas generously gave time, fruit
and vegetables, baking, labour and prayer to
ensure that all our guests were cared for,
housed appropriately, and well fed. The
weekend was held at Grande Prairie College
and many stayed in the dorms located
nearby.
Miguel Sureda, from Mallorca, facilitated the
C of C. He was assisted by two other
Mallorcan leaders, Juan Aumatell and
Miguel Fernandez. The “Three Amigos”, as
they came to be called, brought a wealth of
humour, information, warmth and wisdom
to rollos they presented and to discussions
and questions that followed. It was a
weekend of deep learning, profound
questions and insightful responses. What
amazed and encouraged us all was the high
level of engagement demonstrated by all
attending the weekend, and by the intense
listening and thoughtful discussions that
occurred. Needless to say, the effect is still
being felt in our Cursillo community all
these months later.
The C of C runs very much like a regular
Cursillo weekend. Participants listened to
rollos presented and then discussed the
content at their assigned tables. There was
music and singing, snack breaks and later a
question and answer period as rollistas
helped those listening to clarify and broaden
concepts and processes discussed. The rollos
presented included Essence and Purpose,
Mentality, Dangers in the Cursillo, the
Secretariat, Leaders, Precursillo, The
Weekend, Group Reunion and Ultreya, The
Priest in the Cursillo Movement, and School
of Leaders. For many of us who had not ever
attended a national Cursillo conference or a
6
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Cursillo of Cursillos, the information
presented was startling, transformative, and
very welcome. Many were challenged to
think about Cursillo from a different
perspective: that of Eduardo Bonnin and the
Foundational Charism.
The whole weekend was held in the spirit of
a group reunion. Friendship and support
was evident as we all grappled with the issue
of how to live out the Cursillo method in
ways that are closer to the vision of our
founder, Eduardo, and to the Charism he
was given by the Holy Spirit. Prayer was
very much a part of each day and the
Eucharist was celebrated daily, as well.
Many of our local Cursillistas had never seen
the white Pilgrims’ Guide and very much
appreciated the simplicity of style and
language it contains.
As is usual when the various Cursillo
communities meet at the national level, we
had a number of priests in attendance.
Needless to say, the meditations given each
day as we gathered for prayer or mass were
inspiring and uplifting. Archbishop Pettipas
was present this weekend and also
presented the rollo on the role of the priest in
the Cursillo movement. His comments
demonstrated a deep level of understanding
of, and in accord with, the Charism of the
Cursillo Movement, and were encouraging
and supportive of the work of the Cursillo
movement as a vital part of the new
evangelization. We were blessed by his
presence and participation.
In speaking to many in our community who
were attending their first C of C, and indeed
their first Cursillo conference, the things that
stood out for them were:
• the sheer amount of information about
the Charism, the Mentality and Method
about which they had not previously been
aware,
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• the ways Cursillo has been added to over
the years as it came to North America,
and the ways this “adding on” has
distracted from the Charism,
• the emphasis on simplicity in weekend
structure,
• the lack of need for secrecy and hiding the
identity of the team on the weekend,
• the focus on forming friendships among
team and candidates before the weekend
is held,
• the beauty of the message brought by the
three amigos about what is essential to the
weekend.
• The friendships formed with Cursillistas
from all across Canada, from Houston,
Texas and Mallorca,
• And pleasure of being with others who
understand the commitment to this great
calling to which we have all said, “Yes”.
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Hosting the Cursillo of Cursillos was not the
huge job I anticipated when we began. The
National Leaders group, especially Sheelagh
Winston and Murial Brideau, were so
helpful. Sheelagh visited us in January to
help lay the groundwork and then guided us
from there on in. We had the help of many
Cursillistas here in the area and we felt the
support of the Holy Spirit and the
Archbishop. I encourage all Movements in
Canada, and elsewhere, to consider hosting
the next Cursillo of Cursillos. It is a blessing
in ways one cannot hope for or even
imagine!!
Decolores!

You Asked
Us……?
Q.

Cursillo is friendship

The Cursillo of Cursillos has left a lasting
impact on our Cursillo Movement, here in
Grouard-McLennan. First, we established a
School of Leaders for the first time and it met
all summer and is actively studying the
Charism, Mentality and Method. Secondly,
there is renewed vitality and interest among
people who thought their involvement in the
movement was over. We now all realize that
the weekend is just a small part of a much
bigger whole. Finally, weekends will change
as the Secretariat has the support that was
lacking by not having a School of Leaders all
these years. That work has already begun!

While delivering a workshop on the
Step by Step, we agreed to follow up on a
concern that was raised. The person was of
the opinion that the Bankruptcy story was
pre-vatican II theology and that it runs the
risk of leading the listener to despair
regarding their own situation. As always, we
were pleased to follow up as it leads to a
deeper understanding of the Cursillo. :

A.
For those who are not familiar with
this story it is read to the candidates as part
of the Cursillo weekend retreat phase on the
first night. For those of you are not familiar
with it let us explain.
As part of the method of Cursillo in Mallorca
it is customary to use several anecdotal
stories to emphasize the point or points that
were heard or will be heard at a particular
stage of the weekend. The bankruptcy story
7
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outlines the manner in which three different
people use the good fortune that God has
blessed them with. It points out very clearly
that one can focus all of one’s life to
obtaining and keeping wealth or one can use
it in charitable ways. It emphasizes the
choices that we can and must make as we
live our lives. Two of the characters reach the
point of death before a choice is made and
one makes the choice whilst living in the
midst of luxury. One of the characters
spends his last minutes on this earth
manipulating his stocks in order to make
more money even though the priest is
waiting for his confession. One chooses to
use his fortune to aid the poor and do good
works whilst the last one, realizes on her
death bed, what her life has been. She is filled
with remorse and sorrow. Unfortunately the
priest does not arrive in time for her to
officially ask forgiveness.
Because we are not theologians we went first
to Archbishop Pettipas of Grouard
McLennan to ask his opinion. He read and
reflected on the bankruptcy story and he told
us he found it a beautiful story and very
appropriate and clear. He felt that no-one
should look at it as leading people into
despair. His observation regarding the
person who came to conversion at the very
end of her life might be construed as preVatican II but he felt it would be difficult for
anyone hearing this at a Cursillo to be led to
despair. He went on to say that the fact that
it states the person died before the priest
arrived comes from the thinking that we
need a priest to gain sanctification. He
compared it to the baptism of desire which is
quite acceptable and in line with the teaching
of the Church. The story is very clear that the
person repented just before she died. The
Archbishop said the point here is that we
should not wait to find our life in Christ, we
can have it now and live a happy life in Grace
in the here and now.
8
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We also asked Mallorca to consult with their
Spiritual Advisors and Miguel Sureda
(Mallorca School of Leaders) said they had
never had a problem with this particular
story. It should be remembered that the story
is read during the retreat phase when the
candidates are being asked to look at their
lives, the Encounter with Self. This phase of
the weekend is difficult for many of us,
encountering self can be an uncomfortable
experience. If the story were read on
Thursday night and the Cursillo experience
ended there, perhaps a person would be left
feeling as the questioner states. However,
this is only the beginning of three days of
hearing about and experiencing the personal
and intimate love that God has for each one
of us. Miguel Sureda, who was rector of the
recent C of C, when consulted, said that he
has never known a person on a Cursillo
weekend to be left with a problem after
hearing the bankruptcy story. The person
who turns to God, even at the last minute
would be like the Good Thief or the
labourers who come late yet receive the same
wages as those who had been there since the
beginning. A further example would be the
Rich Man and Lazurus who follow different
paths.
The bankruptcy story is both a challenge and
an invitation – there is a choice to make and
we who hear and reflect on this story are
fortunate in that we have the opportunity of
a weekend, the palanca being offered, the
sacrament of reconciliation, time and the
Grace of God to make a wise decision NOW!.
To hear this story in isolation outside of a
Cursillo weekend, and certainly on one’s
deathbed, could cause despair, but this story
is offered in a different setting -one of
friendship and love.
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ESSAY
“ESSAY” is a column, that provides a vehicle in which the talks and reflections from Cursillo leaders around the country (and
abroad) can be shared with the larger audience. Hopefully these ‘essays’ will provide the basis for further discussion. If anyone
cares to respond, please feel free to send your commentary to Fully Alive. While these essays are subject to editing for space, clarity
and subject, they do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the CCCC.The following is the rollo given by Juan Aumatell, of the
Mallorcan School of Leaders, at the recent Cursillo of Cursillos in Grande Prairie.

DANGERS IN THE CURSILLO MOVEMENT
Let me start by repeating what the goal of the
Cursillo Movement is: by means of
friendship, we proclaim the Good News that
God loves us, to those who attend a Cursillo
Weekend.
They come to a Cursillo Weekend to
encounter God, self and others, and then to
go back to their environments to reveal
through their lives the Good News that God
loves them.
DANGERS (LIST)
The list of Dangers could be very long but in
this rollo I will mention and work on 6
Dangers that can confuse or change the focus
away from the goal of the Cursillo.
INFLATION
This danger happens in a living Christian
Community when a great number of new
applicants are willing to be true Christians
but there is a limited number of Cursillista
leaders with the capacity to show them the
“Way”.
In other words, to have a great demand but
have little to offer.
It has frequently happened in the Cursillo
Movement, that we give more attention to
the Cursillo Weekend than to living it in our
normal daily life in the Postcursillo.
This means that we prefer things that have a
shiny appearance rather than what is
essential: a good Christian lives what is
fundamental for being a Christian.

The most important thing is that souls
encounter God, because what is essential is
to follow Him.
We do not work for what happens at the
Clausura, but for what concerns Life.
It is always better to have somebody
prepared to be a “leader” a leader in his own
life, either at the Weekend or in the
Postcursillo rather than to have forty people
at the Clausura shouting: “Christ, our King,
is Alive!”
Because of all this, there are four points that
I wish to emphasize:
1.-We should not give Cursillo Weekends if
there is not a Community of Cursillistas
who share an Ultreya every week that has
the real capacity to integrate the new
Cursillistas.
2.-We should not give Cursillo Weekends
before the new Cursillistas of the previous
Weekend have been integrated in Group
Reunions where they are accepted.
The normal time of integration in a Cursillo
Community is from a month and a half to
two months.
3.-To take care of the new Cursillistas in their
first steps.
That means that at the Clausura, the job of
the team members has just begun.
Therefore it is important that in the
Precursillo, the Team Members have
decided to accompany the new Cursillistas
in the Postcursillo.
9
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4.-We should take care, especially, of those
who can become future effective leaders in
the Cursillo.
SPECIALIZATION
This danger happens when the Cursillo
Movement is focusing on specific fields in
the Church or in Society (organizations,
professions, etc)…
Cursillo for politicians, musicians, architects,
lawyers or …football players…
We could talk also about Cursillo leaders
recruiting new members to their own pet
project, apostolic or not. This reduces and
minimizes the purpose of the Cursillo
Movement which is to focus on what is
fundamental for being a Christian.
That is why it is common to everybody.
The Cursillo Movement isn´t to help each
one to water their own garden, but the main
goal of Cursillo is to provide people with the
real discovery of God´s love.
This way, all the gardens are fertilized.
We cannot ask honestly more than what we
see clearly and certainly as the will of the
Lord: which is
that those redeemed be baptized and that all
those baptized become saints, according to
each one’s personal vocation.
All this requires the following:
a) To avoid concentrating on some very
good activities that belong to the
Church : Charities , organizations;
Catechism…etc
b) Cursillo weekends for men have to be
essentially the same as those for women,
since their baptism and their souls are the
same.
The only thing that will be different is
how they implement these truths in their
particular lives.
10
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We should say the same thing concerning
the other psychological differences of
race, nationality, culture, etc., which the
Cursillo deals with in a practical way.
c) Cursillo weekends are the same for
participants of all ages.
Age is another psychological difference
that Cursillo overcomes although it is not
as important as the other ones.
In reality, all a person needs to go to a
Cursillo weekend is to be a person with
personality.
Although in some places of the world
there have been age restrictions which
don´t allow young people to attend a
Cursillo Weekend, we should keep in
mind that since its conception in 1944 it
has always been a definite wish of
Eduardo that the important thing is not
their age but the personality of the future
Cursillista.
STAGNATION
If the Cursillo Movement is efficient today,
it is because it is “faithful to the truth” and at
the same time “up to date”.
These are the two aspects of “orthodoxy and
efficiency”, of “the theological and the
pastoral” that we should never forget.
The essential part of the Cursillo Movement
(being faithful to the truth) never changes,
but in the secondary aspect (the updating of
Cursillo) it should have the capacity for a
harmonious adaptation to circumstances
and time.
This is necessary, since it provides the
possibility of an “up date” of the method.
This implies two different requirements:
a) A Challenge to all leaders to achieve
this “update”: thinking how could we say
better what we say and how could we do
better what we do!
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b) To handle this Challenge through
means and instruments that offer
guarantees for updating. These means are
the National Secretariats and the OMCC;
that is their responsibility.
In connection with all this, it is necessary to
get away from a very human attitude that is
also not very Christian:
Namely
the
habit or custom of adding what are
considered brilliant personal alterations or
additions to a work where everything has its
own role, without due reflection and with no
reference to the means that I have just
mentioned.
ORGANIZATION
The Cursillo Movement is not
organization and neither should it be.

an

But it is in danger of becoming one.
It is not easy to stop Cursillo from becoming
an organization in spite of the fact that there
are no memberships and no badges.
Cursillo aims at an individual commitment
to Christ. In the Cursillo Movement, there is
never a forced “commitment”.
We cannot ask it of anybody to do this or
that, such as going as a leader or team
member on a Cursillo Weekend, to belong to
the School of Leaders, to give a rollo at the
Ultreya, etc. but, rather, it can only be offered
to them as a possibility.
There is nobody in the Cursillo Movement,
that will command and nobody that will
obey.
The Secretariat cannot give orders to
Cursillistas, nor should anyone give orders
to Cursillistas.
The Cursillistas have no obligation that
could force them to obey.
We would say that the Secretariat has
authority over Cursillo, but not over
Cursillistas. The Secretariat can say that the

Ultreya is held in a certain place, but cannot
force anybody to attend.
The many consequences in the concrete
aspect of Cursillo. These consequences
concern mostly two areas:
a) Group Reunions can exist only with
those who want to be part of them, but
no one should be forced to be in any of
them.
b) Group Reunions, the Ultreya or the
School of Leaders cannot appear to be,
at any moment, like organizations of
control to impose commitments,
because such commitments do not exist.
 ‘CURSILLOISM’
This danger has three aspects:
1) The first one is the overvaluation of the
reality of the Cursillo Movement (as if we
were the depository of the Truth) and the
undervaluing of the other realities of the
Church.
2) The second aspect is to make an essential
of the incidental aspects of the Cursillo
Movement such as terminology, jokes,
songs, stories, etc.
3) The third aspect is to give more attention
to the Weekends and less to the Postcursillo.
1) The first aspect (overvaluation of the
Cursillo and undervaluing of other
realities of the Church) is in theory
difficult to overcome. Only God can
save the world. The Church works in
many different areas. The goal of
Cursillo is completely filled with hope,
but is not the only reality that exists in
the Church. It is necessary to implement
it with zeal but without jealousy.
2) Concerning the second aspect (to
make an essential of the incidental
11
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aspects of the Cursillo) is, maybe, more
frequent.
Our vocabulary at the beginning of the
Cursillo movement appeared to be
special and somehow daring and it was
developed in order to speak about the
things of the Lord wherever we are
without shocking anybody. Sometimes
the songs we sing might appear
pretentious.
In the Cursillo we can deal with all these
incidental aspects with a sense of
humour. Cursillo aims at freeing the
person from irrelevant trivialities.
3) Concerning the third aspect,(to give
more attention to the Weekend and less
to the Postcursillo) which is more
dangerous than the others.
Cursillo Weekends seek to encourage
Christians to live their normal life in a
more Christian way and to be more
community oriented.. Let us say this in
other words: we try to bring them to be
better Christians through the spirit of a
Group Reunion in the Postcursillo.
Therefore Postcursillo is the real goal of
the Cursillo.
In fact ,the least important thing is the
Weekend.
The Cursillo Movement does not exist to
have Cursillo Weekends but to have
Postcursillo.
The most important target is the Postcursillo.
In the Postcursillo, the new Cursillista,
through the Group Reunion and the Ultreya,
can really enjoy the wonderful gift of a new
life after having discovered and experienced
God’s love.

12
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PAROCHIALISM
(in the sense of focusing mainly on parochial
or church activities)
Cursillo is not meant to provide Cursillistas
for the parish activities, but to serve God in
the place where the Lord wants them to be.
Parishes have their own role; there will be
Cursillistas working in them. But the priests
cannot request Cursillistas to necessarily be
part of the structure of parishes in some
parochial association.
Cursillistas really belong to the Church of
the Lord. They have to be real Christians in
the Church as well as in the world.
Cursillo tries to Christianize our world,
preserving all the relationships already
established with other people in their
environments and trying to give them a
Christian meaning. And these relationships are not always reduced to their
immediate neighbourhood or parish..
This is the reason why the apostolate
becomes essential and necessary in one’s
own environment, in one’s inter-parochial
work, at the diocesan level, etc.
CONCLUSION
We have talked about 6 Dangers:
INFLATION,SPECIALIZATION,STAGNAT
ION, ORGANIZATION, CURSILLOISM,
PAROCHIALISM.
Our union with God will give us the correct
common sense to avoid them
1) In the world every single person is
running after something. It seems as if
everything is coming to an end.
Continued on page 33
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CHRIST AS LEADER

Meditation given at the Cursillo of Cursillos in Grande Prairie.
Muriel Brideau

How can we imagine Christ as a leader?
We know the worldly concept of leadership; of leaders
giving orders, do as I say, not necessarily as I do because
I’m the boss and I said so. These leaders would have much
to learn should they decide to use Jesus as the model for a
CEO. His, is a leadership style intended to be used by any
of us.
The Christian concept of leadership is to serve others. This
desire to serve comes firstly out of love. Here we have step
one – the basics from which all else flows. John 15:9
“As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now
remain in my love.”
Jesus serves firstly out of His love of the Father. It is this
love that leads to service. His love of the Father being the
first criteria and his dominant passion spills over into his
prayer as He wants to show us the way and lead us there–
only by example, for He has been there and experienced it
all first.

MATTERS
SPIRITUAL

The example so often used for us to come to know the
servant leader is Jesus washing the feet of the disciples. It
is so significant that we commemorate it every year on
Holy Thursday.
Their leader is performing a task normally reserved for the
lowly servant or slave of the household at the time. The
disciples are incredulous that the master would stoop so
low. This bending low is a sign of Jesus extreme love for
them. He wants to enter into a relationship that is not based
on superiority over others, but one based on a much
stronger foundation. Or in John’s words (13) “Jesus knew
that the time had come for him to leave this world and go
to the Father. Having loved his own who were in the world,
he now showed them the full extent of his love.” And later
he reminds the disciples “Now that I, your Lord and
Teacher have washed your feet, you also should wash one
another’s feet. I have set you an example that you should
do as I have done for you.”
13
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Jean Vanier explains it this way: “Jesus came
as a servant to liberate us and to live a
relationship of love with us. The washing is
a sign of communion and of love, and it
transmits a new spirit to us, a spirit of
humility so that each of us may become a
presence of Jesus for others.”
Jesus’ authority is displayed with a spirit of
loving service, setting an example – “Do as I
have done for you.” He is not there to
dominate but is someone who walks amid
the group – not above neither outside of the
group. Perhaps here we can appreciate the
words of Ilia Delio, who has been a keynote
speaker on the topic of leadership. “The
humility of God is expressed in Christ who
has entered the waters of human suffering to
bring every person and all creation into the
unity of God’s love. Unless we stop looking
for a God who will lord it over us as a
superior or king, we will not know this God
of humble love because he is a God who
refuses to be superior to his own creatures.
God has chosen to dwell with us in ordinary
human flesh – as brother, neighbour, sister
and friend.”
Luke (6:12) informs us how Jesus came to
have this group of disciples:
“One of those days Jesus went out to a
mountainside to pray and spent the night
praying to God. When morning came, he
called his disciples to him and chose twelve
of them, whom he also designated apostles.”
He does not check their resumes; He prays
for an entire night before choosing. And we
know it was by invitation – there was no
force or coercion – rather it is “Come follow
me.” Jesus invites them to follow him. Even
Jesus knew that he could not change the
world alone. – He forms a team, a group of
friends, community, perhaps our first or
initial group reunion.
14
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He has only respect for each of them and all
persons
He accepts his apostles just as they are. They
were a varied and assorted mix of fishermen
and Roman tax collectors with their own
aspirations. He does not however
depersonalize any of them or ask that they
become similar or uniform.
– No, “Each one is entitled to remain
themselves and not to become a replica of
someone else.” We read the same in our own
literature from Eduardo who tells us in
“Evangelization through Conversion”: “In
truth, Cursillo is, with God’s blessing, one of
the few ways that makes possible the
conversion of the distant ones (the prodigal)
to Christ, while allowing them to remain
who they are, where they are.”
To the disciples, Jesus gives his friendship as
we read in John: (15:15)
“I no longer call you servants, because a
servant does not know his master’s business.
Instead I have called you friends, for
everything that I learned from my Father I
have made known to you. (16) You did not
choose me, but I chose you and appointed
you to go and bear fruit – fruit that will last.”
Nouwen explains for us an important
distinction: “There is a great difference
between successfulness and fruitfulness.
Success comes from strength, control, and
respectability. Success brings many rewards
and often fame. Fruits, however come from
weakness and vulnerability. And fruits are
unique. A child is the fruit conceived in
vulnerability, community is the fruit born
through shared brokenness, and intimacy is
the fruit that grows through touching one
another’s wounds. Let’s remind one another
that what brings us true joy is not
successfulness but fruitfulness.”
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Can I accept Christ as Leader in this way,
some did have their difficulties with this less
than obvious model?
Can I aspire to be this type of leader?
As we seek to bear this fruit, we know it
stands the test of time and is lasting.
We have a perfect example of what the
intimacy of touching another’s wounds can
do in the story of Thomas. Though we have
heard Jesus say: “Blessed are those who have
not seen and yet have believed”; he could not
leave Thomas in his incredulity– (John 20:27)
Then he said to Thomas, “Put your finger
here; see my hands. Reach out your hand
and put it into my side. Stop doubting and
believe.”
We then hear Thomas making the greatest
confession of faith: “My Lord and My God.”
Thomas’ doubts were transformed into faith
and by this fact (or might we say Jesus’ act
and invitation) Thomas’ faith became great,
intense and convincing. Thomas was only
one of the many Jesus assisted and certainly
reached out to those most in need.
Author Laurie Beth Jones writes about Jesus
not despising the little things.
“When he set out to change the world, he
chose only a dozen people to work with – not
a cast of thousands. He packed value into
every minute, every glance, every question,
every encounter because he knew that out of
little things come big ones – one boy’s loaf of
bread had all the ingredients necessary to
feed thousands.”
Jesus trusted his disciples with a confidence
that allowed them to look for solutions to
their problems.
At times, he may have needed to awaken
their initiative – empowering them – calling
out their own strength and creativity; such as
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when Jesus did not want to send the crowd
away hungry. He asked the disciples “where
shall we buy bread for these people to eat? –
He asked this only to test, scripture tells us
and we know that 5,000 were fed. Jesus
receives at his table, he receives everyone in
abundance “and they all had as much as they
wanted.” After this he does not stay and wait
for applause or flattery – “He withdrew
again to a mountain by himself.” John writes
(6:15).
Jesus is not very keen to follow too many
laws or norms, even though they were
constantly trying to trap him with it. We
know of another occasion where he stooped
down to write in the sand and asked the
woman accused of adultery “Has no one
condemned you? Then neither do I condemn
you” He stated(Jn 8)
Jesus did ask many questions: “who do you
think I am? What do you want? Where is
your heart?” Perhaps because his motto was
“you shall know the truth and the truth, shall
set you free”. (8:32)
The supreme norm of His life is not the love
of the law, but the law of love. And it is this
law that he wants his followers to comply
with; that we be so filled with love that it
spills over into action.
Through every little thing, Jesus is teaching
the apostles and everyone else who will
listen to him – How to give of themselves –
(John 6:27) Do not work for food that spoils;
instead work for the food that lasts for
eternal life.” How can I learn to respond to
the world with the same wholeness and
healing love? Our task is not to be admiring
Jesus, but acquiring his consciousness: Put
on the mind of Christ; see through his eyes,
feel through his heart, this is our path to
Christian living, this is not a spectator’s
sport, in this case, yes do as our CEO does.
15
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Jesus who had promoted Simon, renamed –
Peter, He warns Peter and the others against
risks and dangers: “Watch and pray so that
you will not fall into temptation. The spirit is
willing, but the body is weak.” (Matt 26:47)
or
“Be on guard! Be alert! You do not know
when that time will come,” Marc 13:33
Jesus gives his disciples and us the means to
perseverance in countless ways.
We know that He prayed for his disciples but
he does not stop there, he has included and
includes all of us: “My prayer is not for them
alone. I pray also for those who will believe
in me through their message, that all of them
may be one.” (John 17:20) that is us; we have
become that community of believers.
He expresses his concern for our relationship
with him: “Remain in me, and I will remain
in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself: it
must remain in the vine.”
He looks after our prayer life: “Your Father
knows what you need before you ask him;
This then, is how you should pray: Our
father in heaven…” (Matthew 6:9) Today,
this is the daily prayer for many of us. (It is
my daily prayer for my 91-year-old father
and my brother, the caregiver that makes it
possible for him to stay in his home, the bestloving environment for him.)
Jesus’ followers were well aware that he
always drew his energy and strength from a
source. When the disciple asked – “Lord,
teach us to pray” – they too wanted to be
taught how to go to the source; to the Father
of love. Teach us how to pray in such a lifegiving way. Do we not pray to tap into the
same power/source that Jesus did? So that
we too may forgive and love as Jesus did.
Prayer is our connection to this divine
energy, energy which is not our own but can
16
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work in us. My prayer may never be perfect
but the fidelity to it is perfect for our life’s
demands – it can and will sustain it.
“I tell you the truth, my Father will give you
whatever you ask in my name. – Ask and
you will receive and your joy will be
complete.” (Jn 16:23)
In the gospel of Luke (18) we read; “Then
Jesus told his disciples a parable to show
them that they should always pray and not
give up.” It was the story of the widow who
kept pleading for justice until the judge
finally declares: “I will see that she gets
justice, so that she won’t eventually wear me
out with her coming.” Prayer and
Perseverance, not giving up does and will
bear fruit, in God’s time.
We find all this within Jesus normal every
day public life and ministry.
Luke (4:36) writes “All the people were
amazed and said to each other – What is this
teaching? With authority and power, he
gives orders to evil spirits and they come
out.”
Jesus followed where compassion led him.
Can I?
He teaches, whether in the synagogue,
addressing the crowds, in parable and action
He puts people in a state of grace, freeing
them from demons, or burden of sin
He cures illnesses, miseries, and at the end of
the day, he prays, relying always on the
wisdom and love of the Father. (John 4:34)
“My food said Jesus is to do the will of him
who sent me and to finish his work.”
Jesus never performed miracles to prove his
divinity but only as acts of compassion or to
reveal something about God, the Father.
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His mission is to save the whole of humanity,
all men, all women.
Neither does he shy away from building
friendships, community, being vulnerable,
acting in humility, rather than grand
displays of power, forgiving, accepting,
challenging and always with compassion
and a passionate commitment that drew and
attracted many to his side.
His priorities are neither exclusive, nor
excluding; the children, the poor, the sick,
the sinners, all who are most in need of the
physician, as it were.
The Christ leader embodies for us what is
fundamental in Christian life.
He loves God, His Father, He loves all men
and women, He loves the world he came to
transform:
Through His incarnation,
Through His message of grace and love
Through His death and resurrection
Through His Church, its people
Through his Apostles- leaders
And today is it through each one of us?
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Richard Rohr recently wrote in a meditation
on the Cross:
“The genius of Jesus’ ministry is his
revelation that God uses tragedy, suffering,
pain, betrayal and death itself, not to wound
you but in fact to bring you to God. There are
no dead ends. Everything can be transmuted
and everything can be used.” “The big loss”
he says is “that we missed Jesus’ message of
how to let God transform us and our world
here and now.”
And as Anthony de Mello wrote about “the
preacher who kept saying “we must put God
in our lives.” – The Master said, “God is
already there. Our business is to recognize
this.”
Who better then, to follow and accept as our
leader and friend than Jesus, the Christ to
help us recognize the God who is already
here among us. Or to use the words of Jesus
himself: “I have set you an example that you
should do as I have done for you (and lastly)
My food is to do the will of him who sent me
and to finish his work.”
Will this be the bread of life that I choose? –
AMEN!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE
COUNTRY


ATLANTIC, Antigonish

(Tri County, Cape Breton
East, Cape Breton West)
Halifax, St. John’s,
Charlottetown,
Yarmouth, Valley, Saint
John. Miramichi



QUEBEC,

Montreal English.



ONTARIO, Essex,

London, Kent
County/Chatham,
Peterborough, Toronto,
Hamilton, Timmins,
Ottawa, Thunder Bay,
Korean.



WESTERN, Victoria,
Vancouver, Nelson,
Calgary, Edmonton,
Grouard-McLennan,
Native Cursillo.

CENTRAL REGION
LONDON AREA CURSILLO, DIOCESE OF LONDON
Hello my name is Gerald Kolkman. I was a participant and an
organizer for the recent CCCC Workshop on “The Three Day
Guide”; “Step By Step Rector’s Guide” that was held in the
London Diocese at Delaware Ontario on June 10, 2017.
First of all I would like to offer my extreme gratitude to the working
of the Holy Spirit and to the presenter: Arlene van Diepen and
assistance from Marg Weber.
I would like to reiterate again “the working of the Holy Spirit”.
There are currently 3 active Secretariats operating independently in
the Diocese of London Ontario, so there are some differences to the
3 Cursillo movements within the Diocese.
We had 32 participants from across the whole Diocese as well as
from neighbouring Hamilton Diocese. I attribute it a testament to
the Holy Spirit to move hearts with a willingness to participate and
to learn what an authentic Cursillo Weekend should look like. It is
such a gift to the Canadian Cursillo Movement that the CCCC has
given us the “Step by Step Guide” to be used as a reference and
guide of how to conduct an authentic Cursillo Weekend as
envisioned by our founder Eduardo Bonnin.

Cursillo should be the same from coast to coast in Canada.
Our Secretariat (London Area Catholic Cursillo Movement) has decided to implement and use
the “Step by Step” as a guide and reference for our Cursillo Weekends. I am sure there will be
some challenges to letting go of old ways and adopting new ways, but we are striving to be true
to the Charism given to Cursillo through our founder Eduardo. I say “new” but it isn’t really
new. It is returning to the original Cursillo weekend as envisioned by Eduardo. We as leaders
in Cursillo need to be acutely aware of the working of the Holy Spirit and to serving our Lord
Jesus Christ so that we know what the Will of God is.
I know that there will be challenges ahead but we are firmly on a path to following more closely
the Mallorcan Model of Cursillo with this new guide.
18
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building bridges from
coast to coast
This new guide refocuses our vision of
Cursillo. It is an adult-oriented movement
and treats us as thinking adults. It is able to
reach us at a deep level. There is much more
focus on spending time with our Lord
praying in front of the Blessed Sacrament
both by the Cursillo teams and new
candidates. It helps initiate or deepen the
formation of a relationship with Jesus Christ.

and concern for the new
candidates right from the start.
I would again like to thank the CCCC for
putting on the workshop for us and to please
continue to pray for us as we embark on a
new path in our Cursillo Movement.
De Colores,
Gerald Kolkman
Past Lay Director London Area
Cursillo

HAMILTON

Participants in the London Step by Step workshop.

That He loves us deeply and is interested
personally in our lives.
Our post-Cursillo should be the pre-Cursillo
for our friends. Ultreyas can be a wonderful
introduction to Cursillo for our friends. If
they want to go deeper into the Cursillo
method we can then invite them to
participate in a Cursillo Weekend. The new
guide outlines that the Cursillo teams need
to interact with the new candidates already
before the Cursillo weekend even begins so
that when the weekend begins we are
already familiar with each other and there
needs to be a very acute sense of welcome

Hamilton Diocese is celebrating 50
years of Cursillo. The highlight of
the year will be hosting the CCCC
National conference from July 5-8th,
2018. We are very excited and look
forward to sharing the fruits of what
Cursillo has done for the Cursillistas
in our Diocese.
The conference will take place at one of our
2 prestigious world renowned universities
that we are so proud of, namely the Laurier
University. We have toured the facility and
the accommodations look fantastic. More
information on booking your stay will be
forthcoming in March, 2018.
While you are here in Ontario, for those of
you who want a taste of the rich culture of
the area we could arrange a tour of a few
points of interest on Thursday, highlighting
the settlement of the area by the German
Mennonite and German Catholics. There is
a local famous St. Jacobs Market which takes
place on Thursdays. It is a unique market
and you could actually spend most of a day
19
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shopping there, or you could take a tour
around our city on the new LRT (light rail
transit) which should be in full operation by
July, 2018. This has been an ongoing 3 year
project of construction throughout the twin
cities of Kitchener Waterloo, a city which is
growing by leaps and bounds.

Come and experience the rich culture and
warm hospitality we are happy to offer those
coming to the conference this year.
We
look forward to making new friends in
Christ through this conference experience.

It you wanted to extend your time in
Ontario, and if you are coming by car,
another possibility would be to visit Niagara
Falls, which is a 2 hour drive from K-W or
Toronto which is an hour from K-W.

Margaret Weber
Hamilton Conference Coordinator

Your sister in Christ

*************************************************

WESTERN REGION
GROUARD McLENNAN
As has been reported on in other places in
this publication, a Cursillo of Cursillos was
held in Grande Prairie, Alberta, at the
beginning of June.
Grouard McLennan, the diocese in which
Grande Prairie is located, has a vibrant and
active Cursillo Movement but due to its
relatively isolated location in our country,
CCCC has not had a great deal of contact
with them. After connecting with them a few
years ago a dialogue was begun and CCCC
was delighted to welcome members of this
wonderful movement to CCCC annual
conferences in recent years.
To enhance and grow this connection, It was
determined that it would be most beneficial
to to bring members of the Mallorcan
Cursillo Movement to Grande Prairie to
facilitate a Cursillo of Cursillos, the method
devised by Eduardo Bonnin to bring the
authentic Mentality and Method of the
Cursillo to all Cursillo Movements.
Since the Cursillo of Cursillos, CCCC has
been delighted to hear that the C of C is
bearing much fruit. Very soon after the C of
20

C, those Grande Prairie Cursillo leaders that
were in attendance, including their
Archbishop, Gerald Pettipas, made the
decision that they needed to continue what
was begun at the C of C. To this end they
immediately began to meet as a School. To
begin they studied together the School of
Leaders rollo presented at the C o C to
discover together the mechanics and
rationale for something they had no
knowledge of, a School of Leaders.
Since June they have met four times, the
Archbishop being present for three of those
four meetings. They are studying together
first of all what a School of Leaders is and in
the next weeks the role of the Secrerariat.
One of their leaders has recently contacted
the Resource Centre and has ordered the
resource material to form the basis of a
library for all Grande Prairie Cursillistas to
study and learn.
Ultreya, which means onward could be
assigned to the Grouard McLennan
Cursillistas.
.
S.Winston editor
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ATLANTIC
STEP BY STEP
DRY RUN OF THE MALLORCA
WEEKEND RECTOR’S GUIDE
Arlene van Diepen, Rectora
“Does the CCCC have a Rector’s manual that
can be used for a Cursillo Weekend?” After
this question was asked of us several times,
the CCCC embarked upon an amazing
journey. The first question we asked
ourselves was
“Whose manual
should we use to
begin
this
work?”
The
answer came to
us very quickly.
We would go to
the source – to
Mallorca where
we go for all our
Cursillo
material.
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In the Spring of 2017, the CCCC ased the
Atlantic Conference of Catholic Cursillos If
they would like to have a ‘dry run’ of the
Step by Step Guide at a Cursillo weekend
attended by Cursillistas. They willingly
accepted this offer and the weekend was
held from September 7 to 10, at Villa
Madonna in Saint John, NB.
There were 44 people in attendance
representing movements from Saint
John, Miramichi,
New Brunswick,
Yarmouth, the
Valley and Cape
Breton East from
Nova
Scotia,
Charlottetown,
Prince Edward
Island and
St. John’s,
Newfoundland
and Labrador.

Throughout the
The Team, Mike, Ann, Isabella, Fr. Pat, Arlene, Roberta.(missing
Fr Bud
week-end
Sheelagh
Sheelagh
Winston worked
provided support to me as Rectora through
with Mallorca to translate their ‘Step by Step
text and email to clarify the guide as
Rector’s Guide”. Sheelagh then came to visit
required.
me in PEI and we sat for 3 days at my kitchen
table going through every page word for
Team consisted of a Rectora, 2 Spiritual
word and sending emails to Mallorca for
Advisors (Fr O’Meara, Spiritual Advisor for
clarification on many areas.
Sheelagh
the CCCC and Yarmouth and Fr Brendon
arrived just after a winter storm and left after
(Bud) Gallant, Spiritual Advisor for the
a winter storm. Since we were housebound,
ACCC and for the Diocese of Charlottetown,
we were able to put in many hours.
PEI) and 4 Teamleaders – Isabel Croke, NL,
Mike White, PEI, Ann Myers, NS and
When the draft was presented to the
Roberta Crawford, NB. Team preparation
Officer’s Group, we decided that it would be
was conducted via 3 Skype Calls during
best to offer workshops to movements rather
August. This worked very well. Sheelagh
than just send the guide. Sheelagh and/or I
and Arlene critiqued all rollos.
went to a number of movements across the
country. Toronto, Hamilton and Thunder
We had nine tables therefore some tables did
Bay have now implemented the guide and
not have a team leader however in
Vancouver is planning to implement it on
discussion, Sheelagh and I agreed that it was
their Spring weekends.
21
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best to demonstrate that a small team can be
very effective. Being as the participants were
all leaders in their movements, this worked
very well. On a Cursillo weekend, if there
were 24 candidates, 4 team leaders, a Rectora
and 2 Spiritual Advisors would be sufficient
for the team.
There were some things that were new to the
Atlantic so this was the first time many saw
them in practice but once the rationale was
explained, the practices seemed to be
accepted.
Anecdotal stories went over very well. These
stories have a powerful message for the
particular part of the weekend.
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the music throughout the weekend. So once
more for me, “seeing was believing”. I
continue to pray that someday my trust in
the Lord will be such that I will say that
“Believing is seeing”!
As Rectora, I found that the simplicity of the
weekend was very effective. The Guide is
well outlined and easy to follow.
The CCCC encourages all movements to
implement this guide for Cursillo weekends.
As mentioned, seeing is believing so having
a ‘dry run’ weekend for Cursillistas in your
movements would be extremely beneficial.
The CCCC is available to assist you in your
future endeavors.

In the Step by Step, the Rector/Rectora leads
all Morning and Evening prayers,
Preparatory and Thanksgiving prayers for
meditations, the Examination of Conscience
each day, prayers before the Blessed
Sacrament and others. For me this was
different having to take the lead with the
prayers of the weekend as I was used to
having the Spiritual Advisor take the lead. I
can now understand the ‘why’ behind this.
Throughout the weekend, candidates are
told how important it is to have daily prayer
as part of your natural daily routine. Well we
don’t have a priest in our house on a daily
basis! The demonstration in the Step by Step
of a lay person praying in a variety of ways
enables the candidates to see how they can
make this a part of their daily lives.

The following are comments from other
team members:

Being a ‘music person’, I thought that I
would miss the singing of spiritual songs on
the weekend. Since I had heard years ago,
that music was minimal on a Cursillo
weekend, I was definitely a SKEPTIC!!!
Well, I am transformed! The singing of ‘silly
songs’ throughout the weekend, was so
much fun and invigorating! The fiesta
seemed to take on so much more meaning
and I am sure this was related to minimizing

I never liked all the frills that were the result
of years of adaptations of Cursillos and I
found that the Malloran model Cursillo
caused a deeper connection with the
candidates and team. There was more time
to make the connections.

22

Ann Myers.
I didn’t have high expectations for the
weekend but my experience as a team leader
surpasses them. The bonding of the team
was amazing especially during the prayer
time with the rollistas – all in unity for the
same quest. Thoughts unspoken during the
prayer often manifested itself in the action of
another team member – the action of the
Holy Spirit.
The discovery that I did not miss the music
on the first day led me to believe this is due
to allowing more time for interactions with
the candidates in conversations.

Fr.Bud
It was a great Holy Spirit filled three days.
I love the new format. Not as hectic for the
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team and candidates. I was impressed at
how well everyone was able to allow the
team to minister to them. Let us continue to
pray for one another and live the fourth day.
Fr Pat
I think that the “dry-run” helped to clarify
and allay certain fears about the new time
line. The difference between the former time
line and the latter is that the new time line
assumes that the team will have used their
School of leaders to study the various rollos
and prepare themselves for being part of the
Cursillo weekend teams. The Pre-Cursillo,
as it is done in Mallorca, gives the important
opportunity of preparing the candidates for
the Cursillo. The Step by Step Guide
assumes that the Pre-Cursillo has been used
to allow the team and candidates to begin the
process of friendship so that the strangeness
– or a lot of the strangeness, will be greatly
reduced. The music will be simplified thus
allowing more time for bonding with the
candidates. Without the burden of being
concerned about choosing a song for the
various rollos the attention can be focused on
the content of the rollo message. I think that
the other members of the Cursillo movement
in the Yarmouth area who attended the dry
run have an appreciation for the work that
CCCC is undertaking for the Cursillo
movement which they did not have before
their participation in the dry run.
Mike White
What a grace-filled weekend that we
experienced in Saint John. Even before I
arrived at the Villa Madonna Retreat House,
I had every indication that this would be a
special weekend as we set about to offer up
a Weekend in true Mallorcan fashion
without all of the ornamentation that is
traditionally
offered
on
a
Weekend. Eduardo clearly wished to keep
the 3-day Weekend simple but at the same
time using all of the time available to
encourage friendship and focussing all of
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our attention on the message that Christ
loves all of us personally and intimately.
As part of a seven person Team (5 Lay
Persons and 2 Priests) we hit the ground
running on Thursday, getting to know each
other and at the same time preparing for
each day with late-night meetings. Yes the
days were long but given the way that the
Weekend was structured the Team was
better positioned and able to guide and
observe and interact with Cursillistas who
were playing the role of candidates than
what I have traditionally experienced on
Weekends.
This
was
particularly
noteworthy when you consider that we had
no Team dedicated to music, kitchen or
detail. Each of us pitched in doing tasks in
addition to delivering our two rollos which
we had prepared over the summer. Yet,
because selected candidates are also
assigned responsibility at each table as Table
Leaders and Secretaries, we were able to
integrate candidates into the Cursillo
method in a deeper way. Of course under
normal circumstances this requires that
Team members get to know each candidate
ahead of the Weekend but it also places the
onus on us as Team to walk with these
candidates and to get to know them in
friendship.
From my perspective, the greater focus of
rollos on apostolic action better emphasizes
that our mission as both Cursillistas and
Christians is to carry out our baptismal
promise of bringing friends to Christ but also
in coming to a better understanding of the
reality of our environments and our role as
Cursillistas.
But there was also plenty of smiles and
laughter on the weekend.
I particularly
enjoyed Fiesta on Saturday evening in which
tables performed skits or music and livened
up the atmosphere and brought candidates
closer together. I also felt that it was a big
23
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plus that rollistas did not remain
hidden because it removed any masks and
role playing and allowed us to be more
effective in our “corridor work.” Cutting
back on the music ministry allowed us spend
more time in conversation and less time
focussed on music itself. Yes there were still
songs on occasion but they were simple
songs and often fun-filled encouraging full
participation of candidates and Team.
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Charism of Cursillo to be fully present on a
Weekend.
Isabelle Croke
I thought the weekend went smoothly. Better
than I would have thought actually. Quite a
few changes though. I don't think it will be
as emotional as what past weekends have
been, but then again, it's only the people who
have experienced a weekend will know the
difference.

As a Cursillista I can see the benefit of
running
a
Weekend in
the
traditional
manner
without all of
the add-ons
that we have
always
employed. I
think it allows
Participants in the Atlantic Step by Step dry run of the Mallorca Cursillo
for
the
weekend

*************************************************************************************************************

V WORLD ULTREYA, Fatima, Portugal, May 6, 2017 by Bernie Reilander

On May 6th, 2017, the V World Ultreya was
held at Fatima, Portugal, just one week
before the 100th anniversary of the 1917
apparitions of Our Lady to the three
shepherd
children and
also a week
before
the
pastoral visit
of
Pope
Francis when
he canonized
two of the
children,
Francisco and
Jacinta Marto,
who died in
Little Shepherd tombs
1918 as a result
24

of the great flu epidemic. The third child,
their cousin Lucia Santos, became a nun and
lived to the age of 98 (2005). Her case for
beatification continues.
As you may know, the seat of the OMCC, the
world body of Cursillo, is currently in
Portugal and, in honour of the Fatima
anniversary, the V World Ultreya was held
at the sanctuary in Fatima. The event
attracted Cursillistas from around the
world—over 11,000 registrants. This was
certainly the largest gathering of Cursillistas
that I have personally experienced.
Thousands had made the trip from South
America, particularly Columbia and Brazil,
and there were large banner-waving
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delegations from all over Europe, the United
States and Mexico.
Since it was a long way for many to travel for
a traditional one-hour 'ultreya', the program
also included several events which took
place during the two days preceding
Saturday's Ultreya and the following day.
On the Thursday evening (May 4) at the
Chapel of the Apparitions, a special
Eucharist celebrated the centenary of the
birth of Eduardo Bonnin.
The next day (Friday),
following a reception at
the Paul VI Pastoral
Centre, a panel of
speakers spoke about
the processes of the
canonization
of
Eduardo Bonnin and
Sebastian Gaya in the
centre's theatre which
seated
over
three
thousand.
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'Friendship, Trust, and the Faraway'. Finally,
we were to hear impressions ('resonances')
from young people from Australia,
Dominican Republic, Spain, United States,
Columbia, South Africa, Grenada and South
Korea, but the program was cut short so that
the assembly could go to the Chapel of the
Apparitions where the cardinal of Lisbon
presided over the consecration to the Blessed
Virgin Mary of the worldwide Cursillo
Movement. The closing mass then took place
at the Basilica of the Most Holy Trinity with
well over ten thousand in attendance. On the
huge altar were more
than a dozen bishops
and well over 100
priests. It was a very
joyful celebration!

My impression of the
Fatima
event,
particularly the day of
Closing Mass at the Basilica of the Most
the ultreya which was a
Holy Trinity
very full day, was that
of awe and of blessing; to have been with so
many 'friends' (although the sheer size of the
crowds made it very difficult to meet
On Saturday, May 6th, in the spacious
friends), every encounter was joyful. I was
Basilica of the Most Holy Trinity—a facility
able to meet (often by chance) and talk to
which can seat more than 10 thousand—the
many of the friends I have made at
'ultreya' officially began mid-afternoon with
international gatherings in Mallorca over the
a series of presentations by the world
years.
secretariat, lay people and clergy which took
many uninterrupted hours
The many talks and rollos given at the
'ultreya' on Saturday were wonderful to hear
The opening speech was given by OMCC
and, although not all were delivered 'in
President Francisco Salvador followed by a
person', all the texts were provided in a full
welcome from the Portuguese National
program booklet and we were able to follow
Secretariat President, Saul Quintas. We then
along, no matter what language was spoken.
heard a series of short addresses from past
This was a great blessing and good planning.
OMCC presidents from Venezuela, Korea,
Spending several days at the sanctuary at
Germany, Brazil, and Australia. OMCC's
Fatima was, no doubt, the greatest blessing
Spiritual Advisor, Mons. Francisco Senra
for me which provided many opportunities
Coelho, then gave a meditation on 'The
for quiet contemplation and prayer. Visiting
Evanglization of the Peripheries—Mission of
the tombs of the 'little shepherds' in the
the Cursillo Movement'. The lay rollo was
transept of the iconic Basilica of of Our Lady
then given by Juan Ruiz, also a past OMCC
president from USA. He spoke on
25
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Witness

Daily we touch Him

Juan Bernat Bernat,
Mallorca Ultreya
One of the sources of joy in my life, and the
place where I get the most fulfillment, is in
my visits to the sick, either in their homes,
or in the hospital. There was a very young
man in the hospital who was very, very sick,
dying of Aids. I had a tremendous fear of the
disease, even though I knew that I couldn't
catch it just by being with a person suffering
from it, or even by touching them. It wasn't
just a fear of catching the disease, I was
afraid of everything that it represented with
almost a revulsion inside me. Each time I
went to the hospital I found some way to
avoid seeing the young man, leaving my
visit with him until the last, making sure that
the visiting hours were over before I had
time to go to his room.
In my heart, I knew what I was doing, and
yet the fear was so strong inside me that I
couldn't overcome it, couldn't go where I
knew I was being called. One night, during
my prayer and as I was examining my day, I
realized that I was not being a true friend of
Christ. As he went to the lepers and to all
those who were the outcasts of society I
knew that He would have gone to the young
man. How could I call myself a friend of
Jesus and yet refuse to do what He would
have done, because that is what I am called
to as a Christian and as a Cursillista? I
promised myself, and Christ, that I would go
and visit him no matter what it would cost
me, I would do it no matter what. The next
day I went to the hospital and asked to go to
his room, telling the staff that I wanted to
visit him. To my great distress, they told me
that he had died three days earlier. I was
26

filled with a deep shame and that night as I
prayed I wept, I was so overwhelmed with
the hurt and sadness that I felt, it was as if
my heart was crushed. I knew because of
my fear and my refusal to go to the young
man, that he had died alone and afraid. My
anguish came from knowing that I had
refused to go to someone whom Christ had
asked me to be with.
In my work I am also asked to go to visit
prisoners, most of them very young, still in
their 20's and most of them also dying of
Aids. For many months after the death of the
young man, I went to these young men and
gradually as they offered me their hands and
I touched them, my fear was overcome. It
wasn't as difficult as I thought it would be,
for I found that as I put my will to work it
became easier, and besides, I felt compelled
to do it because of the death of the first
young man.
One day, I was called to visit a young man of
22 who was very close to death. He not only
had Aids, but he also had T.B, which I knew
was very contagious. I could see him
through the glass door, struggling for breath
in spite of the oxygen mask. The guards told
me that I could not go into the room because
the only protection for me would be to wear
a mask and there wasn't one available, they
said there was nothing I could do and that I
should just leave, which I started to do. But,
as I was leaving, I thought to myself, "why
are you leaving, is it because you fear the T.B,
is it because he is so sick and you fear the
contagion?" I could not forget the other
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young man whom I had allowed to die
without my help. I decided that I was going
to go in anyway, and with the guard's help, I
wrapped my mouth and nose with bandages
and went into his room.
Because of the oxygen mask it was difficult
to understand him and I felt really anxious,
wanting to know what he was trying to say
to me. I recognized him as one of the
prisoners with Aids that I had visited but I
had not known that he also had T.B. It was
so difficult for him to breathe that I wanted
to stay with him. Quite suddenly, I could
hear him saying very clearly that he was very
lonely and very afraid. He held on to my
hand and didn't want me to leave him saying
that he had nothing in the world, only a few
pesetas, no family, no friends and no home.
He said, “the only thing that I have that is
mine is Aids.” He pointed to the TV and
said that he would like to watch it for a little
while, but he had no money to pay for it. I
paid the small amount that was necessary so
that he could watch the TV for a few hours.
After a while I left him and he seemed
contented and peaceful. As I said goodbye
to him I knew that I would probably never
see him again and I knew that if I had not
gone in to see him, no-one would have
helped him: he died that night.
I know that many will say that it would have
been better if I had called the priest, or at
least spoken to the young man about God.
But I knew that what I was called to in this
instance was just to be his friend, to give him
something that would ease the loneliness of
his last hours on this earth. I think that he
knew in his last moments he was not alone. I
don’t think that I am only called to talk about
Christ, sometimes I am just called to be Him.
For me it was such a privilege to be able to
make amends for the way in which I had
failed before and I realize that when we are
asked to do something like this and we don't
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do it because of fear, it is very serious. When
there is no-one else there to help, and Christ
calls us to act on His behalf, we must
respond.
The terrible sadness of these men who are so
young, is that not only are they terribly sick,
they are also not free. For me the sadness is
compounded because I know so many of
them die alone and afraid without anyone to
help them. Many of them try to kill
themselves and I saw one young man with
rope burns around his neck from his attempt
to hang himself. I see Christ in them so
clearly and I know it is just like Christ with
the lepers.
After being with these young men all I can
do is give thanks to God for the life that is
mine, I am so well and healthy, I can be
outside under the sun and enjoying creation,
I cannot ask God for anything more, I have
everything, it is almost as if God has given
me too much. I know that in life, if something
is not according to the Gospel, it is worth
nothing at all and I also know, that when I
give just 10% to God, he doesn't repay me
100%, it is 1,000%, 10,000%.
This witness was shared at the Ultreya in
Mallorca when I was there many years ago.
Although I hadn’t understood what he was
saying at the Ultreya, my spirit responded to how
he was moved even to be telling the story. Juan
shared his story with us later after the Ultreya
and listening to him was again very, very
moving. .
I have never forgotten his witness and even today,
many years later, it witnesses to me. It wasn’t so
much what he did for the young man but what he
learned from it and through his sharing I learned
so much about what it is to live as a Cursillista.
It isn’t enough to excuse ourselves, which I have
often done saying, “I can’t do that, it’s just too
hard!” I learned that as a Christian and a
Cursillista like him, I must put my will into
continued on page 32
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ABOUT EDUARDO

The following is the first part of a presentation given at the World Ultreya held in Fatima in May of this year. Loren Marian, who
at the time of the presentation was the president of the Mallorcan Cursillo Movement. Loren addressed Cursillistas from around
the world who had gathered for the Ultreya. Part and part of the celebrations included the work that is being done towards the
cause of the Beatification of Eduardo Bonnin, founder of the Cursillo Movement. Loren’s presentation was given to promote the
cause.

Invocation: “Eduardo intercede for us”; “St.
Paul the Apostle pray for us”.
I want to thank God very deeply for the
opportunity I’ve had to prepare this rollo on
Eduardo, although I have to confess that
never before has it taken me so much time to
prepare a rollo for Cursillo. It is a good job
that I asked a few of Eduardo's friends to
help me with this task, and, at the same time,
I set other friends of mine to do “palanca”.
Thank goodness, I work near the
Capuchinos Church and other Tabernacles,
to which I went again and again asking for
Eduardo's intercession.
And once more, the same thing
happened to me, and I am now thankful to
God for everything that the preparation of
what I am going to tell you now has meant
to me personally and, above all, a spiritual
way, because during all this time I have felt
the presence of God deeply.
I was so impressed while preparing this
rollo because of who it is about, Eduardo,
who was capable and willing to give his life
to the Lord's plan so that no one would be
left without knowing about God’s love for
them. He put himself in the hands of the
Lord, he trusted Him and let himself be
worked on by Him, so that today, almost 73
years after that first Cursillo weekend, we
can enjoy the Cursillo Movement.
I recently saw an interview with Onofre
Arbona, a participant in the 1944 Cursillo
weekend at Cala Figuera, in which we asked
him: "Onofre, how would you define
Eduardo Bonnín? " And, after a few
moments’ thinking, with bright eyes and a
smile on his face, he said to us: "Eduardo was
28

a person totally committed to the cause of
Christ".
I'm impressed, I’m very impressed!
In addition to Eduardo, now I want to
remember and pay homage to other people,
namely: Father Seguí, Sebastián Gayá,
Tomeu Riutort, Guillermo Estarellas and so
many others who worked in that first period,
as well as José Ferragut, Juan Mir, Doctor
Hervás, Juan Capó, all of them are essential
people in the history of Cursillo…, and so
many people who, from Heaven, are helping
our Movement, I am sure.
THE PERSON OF EDUARDO
Eduardo Bonnin Aguiló was born on
May 4, 1917 in Palma de Mallorca, in the
heart of a traditional and well-to-do Catholic
family; He was the second of the 10 children
Fernando Bonnín and Mercedes Aguiló had;
of the 10 siblings, one of them became a nun,
and one of Eduardo’s brothers was ordained
a priest. Eduardo's family was closely linked
to the literary circles of the island of Mallorca
because of their relationship to the patriarch
of Mallorcan letters, Marián Aguiló.
Eduardo’s family was dedicated to the trade
and export of grains and nuts, so he also
knew the rural and traditional environment
of the island. Both things were important in
the life of our friend Eduardo.
He studied with the Augustinian
Fathers and at the “La Salle” school in Palma,
but especially with private tutors. It was the
time of the Spanish Republic and, according
to the opinion of traditional Catholics- as
was Eduardo's family- the teaching that was
given in schools, even in religious schools,
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was full of ideas that were not appropriate.
For this reason, Eduardo's parents opted for
hiring teachers who tutored their children at
home, so that they could receive an
education with a content and in an
environment closer to the thinking of the
Church.
Another aspect, that must have
influenced Eduardo’s parent’s decision to
giving their children a private education at
home, was to try to prevent their children
from suffering the strong discrimination that
those people who had a "Xueta" surname
had suffered in Mallorca (in Mallorca, the
descendants of Jewish people who converted
to Christianity between the fifteenth and
seventeenth centuries were called “Xuetas”;
until the last quarter of the 20th Century,
Mallorcan society did not begin to normalize
relations with the "Xuetas", who even
married in endogamy, they married within
the Xuetas community) Surely, this social
reality on the island, also influenced
Eduardo's family in one way or another.
But Eduardo used to tell us that the first
teacher he had in his life was his maternal
grandfather “Jorge”, who instilled in him the
love of reading (well, and also his fondness
for cold showers, his faith, et cetera...).
I get excited about the part of his book
"An apprentice Christian" in which Eduardo
explains that the Feast Day of the of the
“Three Wise Kings” (Epiphany) was a
special day for his mother, and he adds that
"today it is still a special day for us at home”.
He goes on to say: “my grandfather “Jorge”
died on this day , but despite that, I still
believe in them" and he continues explaining
that on that day of the Kings -on which his
grandfather Jorge passed away-, although all
the brothers and sisters were already grownup people there was a great sadness in the
family because of his death, and his mother
arrived home with a telegram sent by the
“Three Wise Men” which said: "We have
learned about the death of the grandfather
and we are going to delay our visit to you,
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we will arrive in mid-January" (In Spain,
Epiphany is a great celebration for families
where gifts are exchanged, much like
Christmas is outside of Spain, not just a
Feast Day of the church) and Eduardo goes
on and says: "And they did arrive!". That was
a very special childhood and family.
Those of us who have been fortunate
enough to meet Eduardo’s family, know and
appreciate how much we have to thank them
for the fact that they made it possible for
Eduardo to dedicate himself to the plan for
Cursillo, because they had to shoulder all the
work of the family business that Eduardo
could not do, especially his brother Jorge.
Eduardo’s mother and sisters had an infinite
patience with the constant visits to their
home from Cursillistas from all over the
world, et cetera, et cetera; We thank you, his
family, on behalf of all the Cursillistas of the
world for having made everything possible.
Eduardo was convinced that nothing
influenced him as much as his great love of
reading, he even went so far as to say that he
preferred to spend a day without eating than
without reading (then he added in a
humorous way, "if it is more than one day I
would think twice") . Those who dealt with
him in his teens, remember him as a young
man of great cultural and religious interests,
shy but very bright in his communication
with others and with a great sense of
humour.
In short, Eduardo grew up in a
traditional, cultured environment, with a
deep formation, religious experience and a
certain segregation from environments
different from his own. In his own words,
"the environment in which he was born and
raised was a precious gift from heaven"
THE BEGINNINGS
In 1937 Eduardo began an experience
that was essential to his life and certainly in
the lives of many of us today: He served his
compulsory military service. Due to his "flat
29
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feet," which characterized his way of
walking, Eduardo was exempted from going
to the front and he was assigned to office
service. But we were in the period of the
Spanish Civil War and then World War II in
Europe, so he had to serve in the military
service for 9 years. The Mallorca of the 1940s
was a Mallorca with a lot of poverty,
dedicated mainly to agriculture, areas in
which many sectors of society seriously
rejected the Church
because of its
connection with Franco’s Regime; The
Institutional Church was also very different
from today’s Church.
During his military service he noticed a
great contrast with the environment to
which he was accustomed, and he began to
interact with all kinds of people (perhaps
there began his predilection for the richness
of the heterogeneity that we live in Cursillo);
In the words of Eduardo himself, "I
discovered a world that I had never known,
a kind of people who apparently, seeing it
from the outside, had no evangelical values,
nor any values whatsoever ... but when you
managed to get deeper into their real self,
each one had a phenomenal heart". He
discovered people with deep human values
and evangelical behaviour, but who did not
attribute anything to God, who felt rejection
for everything that had to do with the
Catholic religion or the Church and who
declared themselves non-Christians (surely
all of us also know people like them today);
But Eduardo saw that many of them were
"better Christians" than people who moved
in very religious environments, and this had
a great impact on him.
Those new friends were those people
who in the religious environments of that
time were considered to be "the others", "the
non-Christians" and their almost historical
enemies. Eduardo explained to us in
Mallorca, a few years before his death, that
he heard a song by Alberto Cortéz, entitled
"Do not join them" and Eduardo said: "I think
30
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that singer has interpreted very well what I
felt when I later contacted those people".
The song speaks of not joining those
who are far away, marginalized people,
those who are different; One of the stanzas of
the song says:
"An excellent piece of advice that I heard
in my childhood,
Due to the fact that I didn’t follow it I
could seize hope,
I got together with the children who were
forbidden to me
and thus I learned that if your nest is in a
high position it is not in danger"
And Eduardo continued to explain how he
felt the need to communicate the Gift of God
to all those who are "outside", those who are
far away, and who may have a greater depth
of Christianity in them than many others
who have always been "within the Holy
Mother Church".
And an idea was awakened in Eduardo,
perhaps it was already an inspiration, a
project for his life and surrender to the Lord.
“May these distant people get to know the
great news that God loves them”, and those
words that the Lord said to the Samaritan
woman, "If you knew the gift of God" ... came
again and again to Eduardo’s mind and he
asked himself: How can we accomplish
bringing all those people to know the gift of
God?
During his military service, he had
much time to read the best of Spanish and
foreign writers then in vogue: Ortega y
Gasset, Unamuno, Delibes, Romano
Guardini, Leon Bloy, Mr. and Mrs. Maritain,
Karl and Hugo Rahner, Hans Küng, Maslow,
St John of the Cross, St. Teresa, St.
Augustine, Fray Luis de Leon ... and many
non-believing authors who specialized in
sociology, psychology, humanism ...
Then
something
happened
that
profoundly marked the life of both Eduardo
and the Cursillo Movement of Christianity,
because the Holy Spirit kept on blowing ...
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on February 6 , 1940, Pope Pius XII gave a
speech to the parish priests and
“cuaresmeros” (lay members of a religious
association
whose
apostolic
activity
increases a lot during Lent) in which he
impelled them to seek new ways, different
from the usual ones, so as to enable everyone
- but especially those far away – know that
God Loves them. The Holy Father’s speech
came providentially to the hands of
Eduardo, in which the Pope said: (I prefer to
read verbatim) "From this double aspect of
his people it is the duty of every parish priest
to get a quick and agile look, a clear and
meticulously detailed picture ..first of the
faithful members, and especially of the most
select and chosen members, from which they
could choose the best ones to promote
Catholic action; and, on the other hand, those
of the other groups that have moved away
from the practice of Christian life. These are
also sheep that belong to the parish, stray
sheep; and also for these and even for them
in particular, you are the responsible
guardians, you (the priests and cuaresmeros)
our most beloved children; and, as good
shepherds, you should not shun work or
effort to seek them, to draw them back again,
nor should you grant yourselves any rest
until they all find refuge, life and joy, in
returning to the fold of Jesus Christ. "
Eduardo explained how much these
words of Pius XII had a great impact on him,
and he said, "I received those words in my
heart rather than in my head, or in both
places actually, and I said: something must
be done." As a result of the great impact of
the words of the Holy Father on him, in 1943
he developed the rollo "Study of the
Environment", which was the first rollo of
all, and the one that originated and
promoted the birth and structure of all the
other rollos. That first rollo was the
beginning and origin of everything that
came later.
Sometime later the Catholic Action
members convinced Eduardo to participate
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in the second "week-long retreat” for
advanced pilgrims" held in 1943 at the
Sanctuary of Lluch (those were courses to
prepare a pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostela, where it was intended to join
100,000 young people who were in the Grace
of God, from all parts of Spain). There he saw
that the message was right but that it needed
improvement, and that it should be used not
only to prepare people to go to Santiago de
Compostela but also to prepare young
people for life. At the following "Workshop
for advanced pilgrims" Eduardo was invited
to go as one of the leaders and to explain the
rollo "Study of the Environment"
These were the crucial moments of the
genesis of Cursillos de Cristiandad, those
moments immediately after that Holy Week
of 1943.
At that time Eduardo, from his religious
formation, his deep experience of the faith
and his relationship with the Lord, related
the above-mentioned message of the Pope to
his deepest personal concerns, his
experience in the Pilgrims' workshop and his
catalytic experience of the de-Christianized
environments in his military service. He put
all these precious concerns and moments in
the hands of God supported with much
prayer, and he concluded that something
similar to that Pilgrim leaders’ Cursillo could
revitalize the normal and daily life of each
person in a Christian way within their real
and concrete environment. Inspired by the
Holy Spirit, Eduardo began to make a plan
to achieve that those who are far away may
encounter the Love of God more easily.
Later, in 1944, D. Sebastián Gayá, as
director of the "School of Propagandists"
invited Eduardo to participate in one of their
meetings, and there Bonnin explained the
scheme he had prepared as the final topic of
"his" method, which would later integrate
the rollo "Cursillista beyond the Cursillo".
The first Cursillo of Christianity was
held in a villa of Cala Figuera (SantanyíMallorca) in August 1944, using Eduardo’s
31
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themes and index cards. Those of us who
have been lucky enough to know details of
that first Cursillo week-end, first-hand,
through the testimony of those who lived it,
are privileged people.
For reasons of time and efficiency, we
will not go into more historical details, since
all of them are available to us, on the website
of the Eduardo Bonnín Aguiló Foundation,
in very many books, articles, interviews, etc.
... As the saying goes, it is true that the more
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you know about something you love, the
more you love it; Allow me to invite you to
love and to know better what has gathered
us here today.
Part 2 of Loren’s presentation will be published in the next
issue of Fully Alive, number 78.

*************************************************************************************************************
Continued from page 27

action trusting that Christ will give me the
necessary Grace to do what He is asking of me, no
matter how hard it might at first seem to be.
Juan was very clear that he didn’t want to do
what he was called to do and for a while he didn’t,
hiding behind the good things he was doing. But,
through God’s grace, he was able to own his
failure and in sharing it in the Ultreya he was
choked with remorse because he knew he had not
listened to God’s call. He could then go on to
share, with much joy in his voice and on his face,
how God had filled his heart to overflowing after
his experience with the other young man. He
realized that he was not called to talk about Christ
but to be Christ.
Once I understood the Study of the Environment
rollo as I do now, I realized that this is a witness
to exactly how God works in us, in the opposite
way that we use when approaching those we are
hoping to befriend. For Juan and for us it is Will,
Prayer, Mind, Heart. When Juan finally put his
will into action and prayed for the strength to do
what he was being called to do, he was able to do
it. Eventually he found a way to touch a young
man who was ‘untouchable’. Although death
took the young man very soon after, Juan’s heart

was filled with love and gratitude to God; his
heart followed where his will had led him. As we
know from the rollo, this is the opposite to how we
approach others. First we reach out to them and
touch their hearts, then their minds and then
their will; finally they come to God in prayer.
Juan gave the young man all that he asked for in
his last few hours on earth, not what others might
have thought that he should have. The young
man could only know of God's love for him,
through the love of someone like Juan, he needed
to know he was loved, not to be told about it.
This is the whole point of the Ultreya, where each
may learn from the other, that we can be better
while not being the best. Juan's witness is also
an example of how we are called to live our
Christianity in the everyday it is a perfect
example of how we live the Study of the
Environment rollo.
We have run this piece in Fully Alive before but
because it is the epitome of an authentic witness,
showing so clearly just why we share in this
manner at an Ultreya, or indeed anywhere, we
felt justified in repeating it here.
Sheelagh Winston editor.
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Continued from page 12

Our union with God will give us the correct
common sense to avoid them
Everybody is on the go all day long
because everything is running out.
Money is running out, jobs, love, our
body, this Cursillo of Cursillos will also
finish in two days...
To avoid this feeling that everything is
finishing, we are always running after
something...
after money, after work or a job,
after love, looking after our body,
to the hairdressers,
beauticians

fitness

centre,

And this running around has a name:
STRESS....
The only way to avoid this stress is to
connect with something and somebody that
has no end..
If we connect every day with our God, our
friend and our Lord Jesus, we connect with a
Love that NEVER...EVER ends.

3) We can enjoy this LIFE if we are
aware of what we discovered in the
Cursillo, the fact that God loves us.
4) To live and to share the joy of a
God that loves us.
5)
Dear
brother
Cursillistas....

and

sister

I.-Once we know and overcome the Dangers
we have seen in this talk, then we don’t need
to preach....our neighbours and our friends
will ask us for sure : where do you get this
happiness from...?
II.- Let´s do our best so that people can
realize
-That Life has a meaning if we open our heart
to God´s tenderness
-That men and women, through Christ, can
become friends
-That God´s Kingdom is here and it is a
Treasure.
And this Treasure is called Jesus
is called Love
is called Friendship

2)The goal of the Cursillo Movement
is LIFE itself.
************************************************************************************************************************************

Continued from page 25

of the Rosary, was certainly deeply moving,
but my most special and spiritual moment
was in reciting the holy rosary in the Chapel
of the Apparitions, right at the feet of the
statue of Mary that sits on the spot where
Mary appeared 100 years ago.
.

Chapel of Apparitions
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